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this study. This concise and functional analysis can be considered as a prelude to the
main concern that the science of translatology cares about - the category of culture
and extra-language. This category has remained one of the main struggles for expert
translators in the field of translation.
3. Results and Discussion
As a result, this study demonstrates that cultural issues are not fully compatible from
one community to another and can sometimes create anomalies in translation. The
extra-language topics as a solution for situations where the processes and techniques
of translation mentioned in the first section are not responsive to the translator's work
were proposed. In this section, the hypothesis of the study was based on the principle
that the examination of translation procedures is based on comparing two cultures
coming into contact by the means of translation. On this basis and in an attempt for
a sustainable translation, it was showed that looking for linguistic equivalences is
preceded by the scrupulous research of extra-linguistic equivalences.
4. Conclusion
In order to limit the various procedures, it is necessary to clearly distinguish two
communication standpoints: understanding extra-linguistic signs and expressing
meaning. Translator’s task could therefore be resumed on picking the extra-linguistic
signs out in original text and expressing meaning in the target culture. The expression
of meaning is a dynamic attempt to convey the same concept by looking for
equivalences and horizons in the destination culture. In order to achieve this goal,
the problems of translation are divided into two categories: extra-linguistic and
linguistic. Only once the problem of extra-linguistic differences from one language
to another has been solved, we would be able to deal properly with specific language
problems. “Language problems are initially related to the establishment of
correspondences between types of texts (genre)” (Srpová, 1997). This issue has not
yet been investigated systematically. However, interesting suggestions have been
made in the framework of the evaluation of translations and in the framework of
discourse analysis. From a translatological perspective, discourse analysis allows us
to focus on meaning by two main topics: the "type or genre" and the “text”. Because
of textual phenomena such as "intertextuality", which relates to explicit and implicit
relationships between texts, the translator must be able to recognize these
relationships and boundaries, not to translate for example, a piece of a famous poem
included in the source text into prose in the target language.
Key words: comparative stylistics; extra-language; intercultural communication;
translation procedures; Translation studies
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Extended Abstract
1. Introduction
Day after day, the progress of language studies reveals the latent and deep underlying
realities of languages better. Translation studies, in its turn, have led us to the
discovery of more surprising facts emerging due to the contact of languages with
each other. This study is an analysis of effective processes in translating exclusively
French into Persian and insists, particularly, on extra-language as an important
reality in translation. Extra-language typology results from linguistic analysis but it
relies on cultural and ethnic realities. Without any pretention for a comparative
stylistic work, our hypotheses will be confirmed by an overview of main procedures
applied when translating from French to Persian.
Based on the theory of translation processes (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1958), our
academic experiences showed that the principles of the fundamental processes of
translation could be extended to the difficulties of the extra-language. This study,
therefore, suggested that respect and adaptation of “ordinary register” and/or “nonordinary register” between both source and destination cultures can be considered as
a solution. Identifying and applying these features meticulously can lead our
translations to the same creativity and ingenuity that exists in the original text.
2. Methodology
Based on academic theories and practical field efforts, this paper demonstrated that
a high-quality translation cannot be done based only on “words” as linguistic signs
or forms. Even if texts are translated based on word meanings, they will certainly
not be able to transfer the entire dimensions of the meaning. In this transfer, some
other parameters will be revealed such as “ordinary register” and/or “non-ordinary
register”, which will only appear and can be discussed and analyzed across the
contact of original culture and target culture in translation. In the current study, the
techniques available in translation from French-to-Persian have been briefly
discussed and they have been divided into four main processes: modulation,
transposition, adding and suppression, and equivalence. These four processes are the
basic techniques of translation and cover all registers of vocabulary, syntax,
meaning, and culture (proverbs). Moreover, the most important processes in Persian
translation of a French text and how these interact was taken into consideration in
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derived from the translator’s deep and close readings of dramatic literature, in
general, and, of Ibsen’s dramas, in particular. The provision of introductions,
criticisms, and footnotes as well as his unique, detailed explanations at the
intertextual level offer sufficient evidence that he, as a translator, has always been
anxious to consider the significance of research in translation. Bearing in mind the
significance of such qualities as reflecting informal and colloquial forms in the
written variety of language or recreating linguistic varieties at both levels of
language user and language use, the author suggests that a thorough examination of
Ghaderi’s translations may always be inspiring for students and scholars because it
shows his focus on the representation of essential elements of drama on a stage,
that is, the final arena for dramaturgy.
Keywords: Behzad Ghaderi, Dramaturgy, Ibsen, Research, Translation
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includes comprehensive prefaces/introductions tagged to the texts by him (or, where
necessary, other Ibsen scholars/translators) to promote his readership’s knowledge
of Ibsen’s world, in general, and the translated work, in particular. Such detailed
introductions typically cover literary analyses of each and every given dramas, with
a view to establishing their dialectical relationships within the overall cycle of
Ibsen’s plays. The second sub-category of paratextuality (i.e., criticism), refers to
explanations and critical points made by Ghaderi within (or prior to) his own
translations, sometimes also fortified by making references to other translators’
works. Being quite familiar with the art of dramaturgy, Ghaderi recognizes
translation as a kind of performance, yet a linguistic performance. He has illustrated
the linguistic processes involved and the problems ahead of the craft of translation
as much as he can, aiming at sharing with his readership the strategies and solutions
he has already managed to apply to such problems. Such information can be
beneficial to researchers and for educational purposes. Footnotes, as the third subcategory of paratextuality, have been further sub-divided, in their own rights, into
two different forms: sometimes, the proper names appear in the footnotes while, at
other times, potential readers have been provided with certain additional
explanations.
At another level, Ghaderi’s translations further reflect the role of research and
dramaturgy in terms of intertextuality. In a constant attempt to ensure reasonable
reactions on the part of his readership, Ghaderi tries to (re)shape the given drama’s
meaning by making frequent genealogical and prototypical references to other texts
around it; in other words, he resorts insistently to intertextual analyses, be it inner or
outer intertextuality. By “inner intertextual analysis”, the author means the
interrelationships among different dramas written by Ibsen while "outer
intertextuality" refers to the relations of Ibsen’s dramas with other writers’ literary
works.
Finally, the last analytical layer used in exploring Ghaderi’s (re)translations has been
labeled as textuality. An assessment of Ghaderi’s performance at text level displays
his success in not neutralizing language varieties of the source texts at both macro
and micro levels. Reflecting the informal and colloquial speech forms in writing,
recreating language varieties at the two levels of language user and language use,
achieving idiomatic renderings and emphasizing on performativity of the target
dramatic texts rather than their mere literary aspects, among others, are the most
important characteristics of Ghaderi’s translations at the level of textuality.
4. Conclusion
As stated earlier, the present article has been an attempt to show the role of research
and dramaturgy in Behzad Ghaderi Sohi’s (re)translations of five Ibsen’s dramas.
Ghaderi’s works reflect at least five different translation strategies employed in
rendering Ibsen’s dramas. He has adopted a specific approach which does not
necessarily result in so-called faithful renderings – he has his own views about
faithfulness - but entails creating experience-driven translations, experiences
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Extended Abstract
1. Introduction
In the not so long history of translation studies, scholarship has always had pride of
place in the act of translating. Essentially, the weight and authenticity of a translated
work may be measured in the amount of research done about and around the work.
In other words, the deeper the translator’s research on a work, the more vivid the
essence of the text involved, including, among others, its meaning, content, and
function. Translation is usually based on the common assumption that the source and
target texts are, in one way or another, typically identical; yet, more often than not,
translation fortified by scholarship may generate a translated text which may surpass
the original, so much so that it may function quite independently. We may also come
across translators who not only rely on research while translating, but also depend
on research prior to translation. In this article, the author explores both the process
and product in Behzad Ghaderi Sohi’s (re)translations of Henrik Ibsen’s dramas by
focusing on two aspects of his work, namely, research and dramaturgy before,
during, and after the translation process.
2. Methodology
The present study is qualitative in nature and means to show the role of research and
dramaturgy in Ghaderi’s work. After a review of the translator’s authorial, scholarly
background, interests, and attitudes, a specific categorization of three (interrelated)
elements - para-textuality, intertextuality, and textuality has been contrived to be
applied to a data-based exploration of his (re)translations of five Ibsen’s dramas,
1)The Wild Duck, 2) Ghosts, 3) Rosmersholm, 4) Little Eyolf, and 5) When We Dead
Awaken, to eventually draw conclusions about the impact force of research and
dramaturgy employed by the translator.
3. Discussion
Based on a close reading of the above mentioned texts, the author argues that
paratextual parameters as employed by Ghaderi, can be divided into three subcategories: a) introductions, b) criticisms, and c) footnotes. The first category
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facilitation of a desired response. The gradual explicitness of the hints provided
calibrated help for the learners’ progress toward their independent performance of a
certain language feature. The engagement with the researcher created Vygotsky’s
(1978) ZPD. The gradual hints provided enabled the teacher to identify the borders
of the ZPD for every learner in the classroom by giving scores. This area was the
range between the students’ assisted and independent performances (Brown, 2009;
Lantolf & Poehner, 2011; Poehner & Lantolf, 2004). The hints promoted the quick
learning of a language feature, because the mediator provided the needed
incremental knowledge when the learner needed it the most (Poehner, 2004). These
heightened occurrences of need evolved naturally to raise the students’ awareness to
what was missing in their knowledge base. Several empirical studies provide
supportive evidence for the effectiveness of the DA of morphology provided in the
present study. As an example, DA using a test–teach–retest approach which was used
in this study has been most commonly applied to the assessment of morphological
awareness (Larsen & Nippold, 2007; Ram et al., 2013; Wolter & Pike, 2015). Also,
a number of studies have demonstrated DA’s utility for the evaluation of language
tasks such as vocabulary learning (Camilleri & Law, 2013; Peña, Iglesias, & Lidz,
2001; Kapantzoglou, Restrepo, & Thompson, 2012).
4. Conclusion
There was a significant improvement in the EFL learners’ ability to demonstrate
morphological knowledge on low-frequency derivatives, indicating that scaffolding
prompts likely resulted in morphological improvement. The findings can be a unique
contribution to the literature as the study examines improvement in morphological
awareness performance via DA, a subject that does not seem to have been
investigated in previous research in the EFL context. In addition, findings concerning
the validity of the DATMA are encouraging. In the current study, the dynamic
measure was shown to have adequate internal consistency. Findings show that the
DATMA had a strong relationship with the SMAT, a static measure of
morphological awareness. It can be concluded that the DA was not just a measure of
individual variations in a morphological analysis task; it was a measure of individual
variations in a student’s ability to respond to adult instruction. Generally, static
measures typically assess already-developed abilities whereas dynamic measures are
an indicator of a student’s potential to learn new information (Lantolf & Pohner,
2004). The DATMA task may have potential as a tool to help determine an
individualized instruction plan for EFL learners to improve their morphological
awareness. Since each successive prompt increases the amount of scaffolding that is
given to a language learner, it could potentially help a mediator how much
instructional support needs to be provided. All in all, DA may open a new horizon
in teaching and assessing morphology, paving the way for language learners to learn
vocabulary more efficiently.
Key words: Morphological awareness, Dynamic assessment, ZPD, Morphology
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2. Methodology
The participants of this study were two groups of female students each consisting of
25 students between the ages of 14 and 18, all of whom had enrolled at the
intermediate level of general English classes in Iran Language Institute, Yazd
branch. First, all of the participants of this study, who were at the same level of
general English proficiency based on the institute’s policies, in the experimental and
control groups completed the static morphological awareness task (SMAT). In the
DA sessions, students in the experimental group were asked to define each targeted
word (e.g., define the word cookery). If needed, a series of prompts or scaffolds,
consistent with Larsen and Nippold’s (2007) task, was then systematically provided
to determine the level of assistance needed to define the given word. After each cue,
the researcher paused for up to 10 seconds; if no response was given or the language
learner responded incorrectly, the next clue was provided. In addition, the scoring
stipulations of Larsen and Nippold (2007) were further adapted for EFL students and
were similar to those of Ram et al. (2013). Finally, the SMAT, was administered in
the posttest aimed at understanding the extent to which the intervention affected
students’ reading morphological awareness.
3. Discussion
The first question of this study addressed the effect of DA task on morphological
awareness. Comparing A comparison of the pre- and post- static morphological
awareness of the students indicated that their performance on the dynamic
morphological task significantly improved through the use of scaffolding [(t =3.81,
df =48, p< .05)]. The statistical analysis showed that there is no significant difference
(p< 0.01) in the performance of DA (M=14.16, SD=2.88) and non-dynamic
assessment (M= 10.52, SD=3.80) groups.
The second question posed concerned the relationship between DATMA and MA,
which is considered as an experimental measure with a limited use in previous
research in the EFL context. The concurrent validity of the DATMA was tested by
examining the correlation coefficient between the dynamic measure and a static
measure of morphological analysis skill (i.e., SMAT). A significant and positive
association between these two measures was found, supporting the concurrent
validity of the DATMA (r = .736, p. ≤ .05). The significant relationship between the
DATMA and SMAT scores is in line with prior research by Larsen and Nippold’s
(2007) who administered the DATMA, which is a measure designed to evaluate a
child’s ability to use morphological analysis as a word learning strategy. The
significant correlation between the DATMA and static measure of morphology
obtained from the current study supports the finding of their study in that there is a
relationship between the static and dynamic measures of morphology knowledge.
The DA used in the study was graduated prompts, which frequently involve the
presentation of a series of graded or graduated prompts (Campione, 1989). The fewer
prompts required, or the less assistance, the greater the student’s potential for change
was. This systematic method of prompting provides increasingly directive

